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1. About NDL
The National Diet Library (NDL) is the sole national library in Japan. The NDL acquires,

preserves and provides Japanese publications which are the nation's cultural and intellectual assets. 
The acquisition of library materials is mostly based on the Legal Deposit System. The NDL 
compiles and provides various bibliographies of library materials. Most of the collections are 
searchable through the NDL-OPAC and NDL Search on the website. To facilitate effective data 
use by computer systems or applications, the NDL initiatives to promote Linked Open Data (LOD) 
and provides metadata as LOD. 

2. What is NDL LOD?
The NDL provides LOD of bibliographic data (NDL Search), authority data (Web NDL

Authorities), earthquake related data (NDL Great East Japan Earthquake Archive (code name 
"HINAGIKU") and beta version of International Standard Identifier for Libraries and Related 
Organizations (ISIL) LOD. 

2.1. Bibliographic Data (NDL Search) 
NDL Search is an integrated information search service that serves as a gateway to the rich 

repository of knowledge contained in the NDL, public libraries, academic libraries, archives, 
museums, and academic research institutions in Japan. It officially opened to the public on January 
2012 and can search about 83 million metadata records as of March 2015. Data sources for the 
NDL Search include: NDL-OPAC, Japanese Periodicals Index, National Diet Library Digital 
Collections, digital archives provided by public and academic libraries in Japan, etc.  

NDL Search provides bibliographic data in RDF/XML, and these bibliographic data are of books, 
journals, articles, newspapers, digital contents (digitized materials, sounds, web pages etc.). These 
data include title, author, publisher, subject matter, classifications, ISBN, ISSN, National 
Bibliography No., NDLJP which is used to identify digitized content of the NDL digital collection, 
URLs of webpages which show digitized content (http://dl.ndl.go.jp/...), information related to 
copyright protection and so on. The National Diet Library Dublin Core Metadata Description (DC-
NDL) is used for metadata description.  

The NDL Search provides an API (SRU, SRW, OpenSearch, Z39.50 and OAI-PMH) to 
download data. 

2.2. Authority data (Web NDL Authorities) 
Web NDL Authorities is the name of a service that provides NDL authority data as LOD. The 

service officially started in January 2012. It provides access to about 1.17 million pieces of data as 
of March 2015. The authority data is information which identifies authors who have several names 
(pen names, maiden names, etc.) as well as synonyms, information which identifies different people 
with same names, information on synonyms which indicate a certain topic (subject matter), 
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hypernyms, hyponyms, related words and so on. The NDL uses SKOS-XL, SKOS, DC-NDL, 
RDFS, Dublin Core, FOAF and OWL as terms for authority data descriptions. 

Web NDL Authorities provides an API via SPARQL to download data. In addition, there are 
two formats in files for batch download: RDF/XML and TSV. These files contain data of the 
National Diet Library List of Subject Headings (NDLSH). 

2.3. Earthquake related data (NDL Great East Japan Earthquake Archive (code 
name “HINAGIKU”) 

HINAGIKU is a portal site that enables integrated searches of multiple resources on earthquakes 
and subsequent disasters. The website officially opened to the public in March 2013. A user can 
search about 2.88 million metadata records as of March 2015. Data sources of HINAGIKU are 
various institutional repositories which compile records about the Great East Japan Earthquake 
such as Geospatial Information Authority of Japan, Center for Remembering 3.11 (sendai 
mediateque) and so on. HINAGIKU provides the following metadata as LOD: 
 metadata of photos (aerial photographs of the disaster area and photos of damage), sound 

recordings/videos (related to support activities for the affected areas, the Fukushima Daiichi 
nuclear disaster, and testimony of disaster victims, etc.) 

 metadata of old web pages (municipal governments, etc.) 
 metadata of books, journals, newspapers, and brochures 
 URLs of webpages that show digitized content (documents, photos, sound recordings/movies), 

thumbnail URLs, and URLs of webpages which shows past webpages and so on. 
HINAGIKU provides API via SRU, OpenSearch, and OAI-PMH to download data. 

2.4. Beta version of ISIL LOD 
International Standard Identifier for Libraries and Related Organizations (ISIL) are identifiers 

which can be allocated to libraries and other relevant organizations, such as archives and museums. 
ISO 15511 specifies that the ISIL structure be administrated by national allocation agencies in each 
country. The NDL operates the National Agency for ISIL in Japan. 

Since April 2015, we have been operating a beta version of the ISIL LOD. This LOD includes 
about 7,500 ISIL data, comprising ID, institution name, address, and other items. This dataset also 
includes longitudes and latitudes of addresses, name authority URIs of the Web NDL Authorities 
etc. In addition, we have defined the LibType (dcndl:LibType) vocabulary for describing the types 
of libraries, and it is used within the ISIL LOD.  

This dataset is provided as a downloadable file in RDF/XML. There are no restrictions on use 
of these public domain datasets. 

3. Use cases 
NDL LOD is used via various systems or applications. The following are typical examples of 

how NDL LOD are used.  

3.1. calil.jp 
Managed by CALIL Inc., calil.jp is an online service that enables cross-searching of Japanese 

library OPACs. By specifying geographical regions before searching, patrons can verify whether 
or not the books they wish to borrow are available at a library in the specified area. Although calil.jp 
initially used Amazon metadata for linking with data of library holdings, this method did not allow 
patrons to find books that are not available at Amazon. To solve this problem, calil.jp now makes 
significant use of  bibliographic data from NDL Search API.  
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3.2. VIAF 
Virtual International Authority File (VIAF) is a system that is managed by the Online Computer 

Library Center, Inc. (OCLC) and which links multiple name authority data from national libraries 
and organizations to create cluster data for each unique name. The NDL has participated in the 
VIAF since October 2012, and the VIAF includes the URI from NDL authority data, e.g. 
http://id.ndl.go.jp/auth/entity/00104237. Web NDL Authorities also provides links to the VIAF. 
Hence, authority data from the NDL or other organizations are linked through the VIAF, which 
enables users to find Japanese authority data even when searching in languages other than Japanese.  

4. Towards further development 
We think there are three issues to be solved in promoting the NDL LOD. 
The first is to find solutions to the difficulties inherent in utilizing LOD. Japanese engineers have 

pointed out obstacles, such as the ambiguity in the terms of use of NDL data as well as the fact that 
there is no sample code available for the NDL API. In particular, we think it is important that our 
data be available through an open license. 

The second is to enhance the quality of linked data. This involves several underlying issues, such 
as the fact that some HTTP URIs in our LOD cannot refer to these values, and our LOD includes 
few links to outside datasets. 

The third is to provide other kinds of data as LOD. As the sole national library in Japan, the NDL 
is expected to provide metadata vocabularies, which are necessary to convert Japanese 
bibliographic data into LOD. Our first step in this process involved publication of a beta version 
for ISIL LOD. At this time, we are trying to convert the Nippon Decimal Classification (NDC), the 
standard classification system in Japan, to linked data. 
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